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Polygamy was Better than Monotony. By Paul Bailey. Westernlore Press, Los Angeles, 1972.
200 pp. $7.95.

Although I question Paul Bailey's choice of a title for his new book, that's
about all I can argue with. This is the type of literature badly needed and rarely
found within the Zion Curtain. It is an oasis in the parched desert of Mormon
literature—regional writing, treating Mormonism as a culture and a way of
life, sympathetic, but astute and perceptive. More than that, it is done well. In
our literary wasteland, where message is everything and literary quality noth-
ing, Bailey writes with style and economy, unobtrusively excellent in pace and
restraint. He puts the story of his life, the Mormon culture, and the gospel, in
just 200 pages.

One mark of a good book is that you wish there was more of it. I will add to
it now, with an aspect of Paul Bailey's life which he barely hints at. He wanted
to be a writer, and so throughout his adult life he has arisen at four in the
morning, to satisfy his creative impulse at the typewriter before going to a full
day's work, successively as typographer, as newspaper reporter, as editor, and
as the publisher of Westernlore Press. This is how hard he worked at the craft
of writing, and his mastery of it shows in every line.

The book is a complete picture of the Mormon scene, both doctrinally and
culturally. Its first line begins, "I lived before I was born." It is also full of
anecdotes that are uniquely Mormon—Primary, Mutual, the foibles of the
"peculiar people," and their unity—such as the neighbors in American Fork
pitching in to replace the Bailey home after it burned to the ground.

His adolescence in Utah rings true; I was there:

Usual practice was to stalk girls from Lehi or Pleasant Grove. The boys of these towns,
in turn, pursued the American Fork girls. . . . In this inter-town quest for dates, one had
also to be prepared for the frequent wars between the town boys—primed by inter-town
jealousies and the bitter feuds of sports rivalry. These battles took place outside the
social halls, outside the chapels at Mutual sessions, and up and down the aisles of the
fast-moving Orem cars. . . .

Since the Church condoned no smoking nor drinking at its Mutual parties, and the
school was just as adamant, the badge of virility and manhood's rebellious cussedness
was somehow to get hold of cigarettes or Bull Durham, and to show up at the dance
smelling like a liquor jug.

This isn't the Utah of Church Information Service, but it's the one where
Paul Bailey and I grew up.

His last two chapters are worth the price of admission, as he discusses the
snares and pitfalls of trying to write with sympathetic objectivity about his own
people. His Jacob Hamblin, Buckskin Apostle, was banned in Utah because it
had a chapter on Mountain Meadows. Later, when the shock wore off, it was a
selection of the L.D.S. Book Club. He says,

I cannot but feel that this happy resolvement was aided by the fact that even question-
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